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Application range: The product is only used as the auxiliary equipment in root canal 
therapy.  
 
Product structure performance: The product is made up of two parts: The file and the 
handle; the body of the file is made of NiTi alloy and stainless steel, and the handle is 
made of plastic.  
 
User manual:  
Before using, open the pulp chamber, disinfect the root canal, and pull out the pulp. The product 
should be disinfected before using.  

1． Measure the root canal length, and suggest the finger feeling and X ray measurement.  

2． We suggest the dentist to wear safe chain to avoid the files falling down the oral during 
preparing the root canal.  

3． Use from fine to heavy, use the files according to the number sequence, when the file 
achieves the root apical, then you can change the file next.  

4． During the operation, the file should be rotated closely to the root canal wall, and no more 
than 180 degree, if encounter the resistance, please don’t rotate, pull it out.  

5． You should wash while using, during operation, the instrument should be into the root canal 
slowly and with gentle movement.  
 
Disinfect method:  

1．Stew 30 minutes under 126 degrees.  

2．Take it out, and wash 10 seconds with 0.9%NaCL.  

3．Then dry with the dental chair gun.  
Preservation method:  
Preserve in the room with non corrosive gas, the relative humidity no more than 80%.  
Attention:  

1． When enlarging the files, the point of the file should not exceed the root apicale.  

2． If expand the root canal wrongly, the rotating angle is more than 180 degrees, don’t use the 
file according to the number, form the stage, the root canal is not smooth, it won’t achieve the 
best intended effect.  

3． The product can be reused, usually it can used to cure 5-10 teeth, after the treatment, the 
dentist should clean and disinfect, if the instrument has the deformation, it should be stopped 
using.  
 
Contraindication:  
People sensitive with NITI and stainless steel should use with caution.  
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Period of Validity: The terms of the product is 3 years, please check the lot number on the 
packing for the production date.  
Version: C/1  
EU Representative: Lotus Global Co., Ltd.  
Address: 1 Four Seasons Terrace West Drayton, Middlesex London, UB7 9G United Kingdom  
Manufacture Name: Innovative Material and Devices, Inc  
Product Registration Number:  
Production License Number: Shanghai Food and Drug production license number 20041151  
Product operative norm:  
Registration address: Floor 3, Building No.5, 615 Fengdeng Road, JiadingDistrict, Shanghai  
Manufacture address: Floor 2&3, Building No.5, 615 Fengdeng Road, JiadingDistrict, Shanghai  
Post code: 201818  
Tel.: 0086-21-59156556  
 

After-sales service: Innovative Material and Devices, Inc 


